Aria 'Lucky' Winchester

Aria was born to a devout christian family in middle England, she showed signs of being smart, showing understanding and an ability to read, but remained unable to speak. From a very young age Arias mother used to notice a small black kitten around the house, initially dismising it as stress. After several years, the signs began to add up and Aria was taken to be tested for the X gene, with a negative test result, and a slew of broken objects, mysterious signtings and Arias latent telephathy causing sounds no-one else could hear Arias mother lost all patience, believeing her daughter to be a product of witchcraft, posession or worse, Aria was taken in to state care.
As Aria approached school age, still unable to speak, eventually her ability was noticed. As a non mutant metahuman, Aria qualified for little to none of the already sparse charity support for unwanted children with powers and spent the majority of her life shuffled between orphanages and other faculties.
Around 15 she would encounter a friend who changed her life, a telekinetic/telepath named Ashley; over the next year Aria would finaly be able to speak freely to someone and would learn to use the telepathic talent that had got her in trouble many years before. When Ashley applied to join Templar, Aria would jump at the chance to follow. Through the training process, Aria earned a reputation as her training units lucky charm, being an apparently accidental presence at successes and often miraculously avoiding attacks and events that would seem aimed at her, the name Lucky stuck at the end of training.

Agi	D12		Cha 		+2
Sma	D8		Pace 		6
Spi	D6		Parry		6 (10)
Str	D4		Dodge		0 (4)
Vig	D6		Toughness	5 (1)


Skills

Notice		D6+4
Shooting	D10
Piloting		D4
Driving		D4
Fighting		D8
Stealth		D10+4


Powers

Improved Jinx 		(Attackers/Powers fumble on a natural 1 or 2 regardless of wild die)
Telepathy 		(RP wise quite limited, only with sight and to people close by)
Heightened Senses 	(+2 Notice)
Awareness 		(Hard to surprise, ignore cover etc.)
Super Attributes 	(+2 Agi, +1 Sma)
Shrink 			(Proxy for a shapechange, turns in to a cat gaining +4 defenses and +4 Stealth but losing Str and Toughess)


Edges/Hindrances

+Super Powers
+Extra Power
+Attractive
+Alertness

-Curious
-Cautious
-Minor Phobia (Water)
-Disability (Mute)


Items

.357 Pistol (AP2, Single Shot, 2D6+1)
(Stealth Suit +2 Stealth???)

